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I. INTRODUCTION
The intent of this article is to emphasize the portions of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 which, when considered with applicable North
Dakota law, should merit serious consideration in the planning of a
typical substantial North Dakota estate.
While emphasis is being given to tax considerations, we recognize
that these must be implemented only within the framework of the testator's intentions. This involves familial and other considerations in
addition to the estate tax.
This article concentrates on estates of farmers and emphasizes
three general areas because of their relevance to North Dakota.
These areas are gifting, special valuation, and disclaimers. Gifting
has been further broken down into three parts: gifting in general
(which dwells mainly on gift incentives, gifts to third parties and
gifts to spouses), the selection of property for gifting, and finally, a
compendium of various methods and devices to utilize in gifting.
The article concludes with brief general. summaries of other
changes made by the 1976 Tax Reform Act, which are intended only
to make the reader aware that such provisions are in existence.
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II.GIFTING
A.

GIFTING IN GENERAL

It is generally agreed that prior to the passage -of the 1976 Tax
Reform Act gifting was the primary tool of the estate planner for
a number of different reasons. First, the gift tax rates were only
three-fourths of the estate tax rate. Second, a gift would reduce the
tax at the highest applicable estate tax bracket and would be taxed
for gift tax purposes at the lowest possible gift tax bracket. Third, all
gifts made over three years prior to the decedent's death would be
taken out of a decedent's estate entirely and, even if the decedent
died within the three year period, the estate was often successful in
arguing that such a transfer was not made in contemplation of death,
thereby eliminating the transfer entirely from the estate tax.
1. Gift Incentives Under the 1976 Tax Reform Act
The unification of the estate and gift tax law has greatly diminished the advantages of gifting. Incentives for gifting still remain,
however. These incentives are as follows.
1. In North Dakota, all gifts made more than three years
prior to death are excluded from the North Dakota estate tax.'
If one have a taxable estate which is in excess of $80,000, this
2
could mean a savings of eighteen percent..
2. If the donor lives more than three years after making
.the gift, the following results will occur: (1) all the appreciation in value of the property given will be- removed from the
estate; (2) the amount of gift taxes paid on the transfer will
be removed from the estate; and (3) gifts made more than
three years before death are includible in decedent's estate
to the extent that they are in decedent's "adjusted taxable gifts. '" Thus, if gift splitting occurs between spouses,
1.
2.

N.D. CENT. CODE § 57-37.1-03(1)(c) (Supp. 1977).
The North Dakota estate tax rate schedule is as follows:
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10,000
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400
6
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1,000
8
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1,Soo
10
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2,800
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4,000
14
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5,400
16
60,000
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8,600
18
80,000
N.D. CENT. CODE § 57-37.1-04 (Supp. 1977).
3. "Adjusted taxable gifts" meanis the total amount of the taxable gifts (within the
meaning of I.R.C. § 2503) made by a decedent after December 31, 1976, other than gifts
Includible In the gross estate of the decedent (such as transfers made within three years
of the date of death and transfers where the decedent retained certain interests under
I.R.C. §§ 2036-2038). See Tax Reform Act of 1976, Pub. Law No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1525
(codified in I.R.C. 8 2001(b)).
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it may serve to reduce decedent's estate and increase the
spouse's estate. In many cases, this is the result estate planners seek to achieve.
3. Income produced after the gift was made will be removed from the donor's estate.
4. There may be some shifting of income to a taxpayer who
is in a lower income tax bracket. Caution should be exercised
in the transfer of low cost property to a trust where there
might be a sale by the trust within two years after the establishment of the trust. Under such circumstances, the. new section 644 of the 'Code would require that the trust pay an additional tax. This- aspect will be discussed in more detail later.
5. One may still take advantage of the gift tax exclusion
of $3,000 per donee per year even. if the donor dies within
three years after making the gift. 4 This can result in a substantial tax saving if there is a large family and the family
group is sufficiently compatible so that the spouses may be
included.
6. On gifts from one spouse to another spouse who has no
estate of her own, gifting creates a separate property interest,
the income from which belongs to the owner. This permits
the filing of separate North Dakota income tax returns which,
in turn, results in state income tax savings.5
2. Gifts by Husband and Wife to Third Persons
Under the 1976 Tax Reform Act the entire gift made by a donor
who provides: the consideration and who dies within three years after
making the gift is included in the donor's estate at date of death
value, except for the donor's annual exclusions.6 This is true even if
the gift was split for gift tax purposes with the decedent's spouse. In
addition, the gift tax paid by the donor or by his estate must be included in the donor's estate.7 Any gift taxes paid by the consenting
spouse from her own assets need not be included in the donor's estate under the theory that such gift tax payment did not reduce the
donor's estate.
Under existing law, if the spouse of the donor who furnished the
consideration dies within three years after the making 'of the gift and
had consented to have the gift 'split as provided in section 2035 (a),
the consenting spouse will be deemed to have made one-half of the
4. I.R.C. § 2035(b)(2).
5.
6.

N.D. CENT. CODE § 57-38-31(2)
I.R.C. § 2035.

7.

I.R.C. § 2035(c).

(1972).
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gift for purposes of applying the uniform rate structure (including
its credits) to her subsequert gifts and to her estate upon her death.
House Bill No. 6715,8 hereinafter referred to as the "Technical
Corrections Bill of 1977," is intended to solve this and other problems.
At the time of the writing of this article, this bill is being considered
by a congressional committee.
Until the enactment into law of the Technical Corrections Bill of
1977, there are two ways to avoid this problem. First, instead of
splitting gifts, each spouse may make a gift of his or her own separate property. This, of course, is not always possible or practical.
Second, the couple may give jointly 'held property to a third person.
Such a conveyance has been held to be governed by section 2035
rather than section 2040. Only one-half of the gift, therefore, would be
included in the decedent's gross estate even though he died soon after completing the gift. Thus, such a conveyance would be treated as
if each spouse had conveyed his separate property."
It should be remembered that if the decedent's "spouse made
some gifts during the three year period which were split with the
decedent for gift tax purposes and the decedent paid some gift tax
because of his spouse's gifts, the amount of such gift tax will be
10
added to his estate.
There is a different result as to gifts which were made after
1976 and more than three years before decedent's death, assuming
the gift is split with a consenting -spouse. The one-half of the transfer
treated as a gift by the consenting spouse is not a part of the donor's
post-1976 gift to be added back under section 2001 (b) (1) (B). It
should be remembered that the consenting spouse's half will be included in her estate upon her death even though she furnished no consideration for the property given.
3. Gifts Between Spouses
The 1976 Tax Reform Act brought about substantial changes with
regard to gifts between spouses. Under the new law there is an unlimited deduction between spouses for the first $100,000 of lifetime
gifts. Thereafter, no additional deduction is allowed for transfers of
up to $200,000. The allowable deduction is fifty percent on transfers
in excess of $200,000.11
a. Transfer to a Spouse of Property Valued at $100,000
In analyzing the new gift tax marital deduction, the question of
8. H.R. 6715, § 3(h), 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977).
9. In this connection, see, e.g., Estate of ",arnell v. Commissioner, 25 T.C. 654 (1955)
Estate of Borner v. Commissioner, 25 T.C. 584 (1955); Estate of Brockway v. Commissioner, 18 T.C. 488 (1952).
2
10. I.R.C. § 035(c).
M1. I.R.C. § 2523(a).
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whether the $100,000 fully deductible gift should be used arises. The
answer to this depends on the circumstances in the given situation,
which involves consideration of relative health, age, worth, compatibility of spouses, and, to some extent, whether the Technical Corrections- Bill of 1977 becomes law.
Assuming a transfer is made to a spouse, the actual tax savings
is dependent upon which spouse dies first. In the event the donee
spouse has a relatively small estate in her own right as compared to
the donor spouse, substantial tax savings can result if the donor
spouse survives the donee spouse and the donee spouse either disinherits the donor spouse or bequeaths the donor spouse only an income
interest either in trust or a life estate. This is an excellent estate.
planning technique, especially in light of the increased exemption
12
equivalent.
In the event the donee spouse survives the donor, the actual tax
savings would be little, if any. This is because paragraph (1) of section 2056 (c) has been amended to include a provision whereby when
the gift tax marital deduction is utilized for post-1976 gifts, the estate
tax marital deduction is to be reduced in an amount by which the
aggregate lifetime marital deduction allowed for gifts after December
31, 1976, exceeds one-half of the value of all gifts after December 31,
1976. Thus, on a $100,000 transfer by gift, the estate marital deduction will be reduced by $47,000 ($100,000 - $3,000 [annual exclusion] = $97,000 [allowable marital deduction] - $50,000 =
$47,000). A reduction in the estate marital deduction will be required
only when the gift to a spouse is less than $200,000. If the cumulative lifetime gifts to a spouse exceed $200,000, there will be no reduction in the estate marital deduction.
Again, assuming the donee spouse survives the donor, a transfer
to a spouse who has no property of his or her own can be a useful
tool to effect a total tax saving on the estate. For example, assume the
donor spouse has an estate of $475,000 and makes a gift of $100,000
to his spouse, who has no estate of her own, and then dies more than
12. Under the 1976 Tax Reform Act, there is no longer a specific exemption for gift
and estate taxes. Rather, there is a unified credit, which will be rhased In in the followIng manner:
1977 .............................................................. $30,000
$34,000
1 78 ..............................................................
1979 .............................................................. $38,000
1980 .............................................................. $42,50 0
1981 .............................................................. $47,000
I.R.C. § 2010.
The equivalent exemptions of the credits, in effect, the value of property that will
be exempted from taxation, are as follows:
1977 .............................................................. $120,667
1978 .............................................................. $134,000
1979 .............................................................. $147,333
1980 .............................................................. $161,562
1981 .............................................................. $175,625
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three years after the transfer.'3 Upon his death, the donor spouse's
estate is $375,000, and the estate marital deduction available is
$200,000, leaving a taxable estate of $175,000. If his death is after
1980, his equivalent exemption is greater than his total taxable estate,
and no estate tax is paid. If it is assumed that the whole estate goes to
the surviving spouse, and there is, no depletion or disposition of the
estate before her death, the estate upon her death will be $475,000.
The whole estate will be taxable because the marital deduction is
not available, and the tax payable will be approximately $100,000.14
If, in the above example, no gift to the surviving spouse had been
made, the estate 'of the predeceased spouse would be $475,000. The
estate marital deduction could be applied in full, reducing the taxable
estate to $225,000 ($475,000 less $250,000). The tax payable would be
approximately $16,000. Assuming again that the whole estate goes to
the surviving spouse, and that there is no depletion or disposition,
the taxable estate upon her death will be $475,000, and the tax payable
will be approximately $100,000. The total estate tax paid on the estate
after the death of both spouses will be $116,000. If the predeceased
spouse had made a $100,000 gift to the surviving spouse, taking full
advantage of the gift tax marital deduction, there would have been
no estate tax payable upon his death, and $100,000 would have been
payable upon the death of the surviving spouse. Thus, there is a
$16,000 total estate tax saving if the gift of $100,000 is made to the
surviving spouse more than three years prior to the donor's death.
The above example, of course, assumes that the whole estate
passes to the surviving spouse. This is an unlikely occurrence, given
the ingenuity of estate planners. The total estate taR liability after the
death of both spouses can be reduced considerably by the donor
spouse bequeathing a portion of his estate to third parties or to the
spouse in the form of a tax-free trust. Assume, again, an estate of
$475,000, and a gift to the surviving spouse of $100,000 made more
than three years prior to the death of the donor.1 5 The estate at donor's death is $375,000, the marital deduction is $200,000, and the
excess over the marital deduction is $175,000. If that excess is bequeathed to third parties by the donor, or is disposed of in some other
manner so as not to put the property into the surviving spouse's estate,
the surviving spouse's estate will be approximately $300,000 (the
$100,000 gift plus the $200,000 covered by the marital deduction).
Upon the surviving spouse's death, the estate tax payable will be approximately $41,000 (ignoring the North Dakota estate tax).
13. The $3,000 annual exclusion Is not taken into account in this example.
14. This example does not take into account the credit for prior transfers provided by
I.R.C. § 2013. Under § 2013, the estate will receive a partial credit for taxes paid under
2001 when the first spouse died, if the second spouse dies within ten yeaxs.
15. The annual exclusion is not token into account in this example.
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If this estate planning technique is used, the gift to the surviving
spouse will effect no tax savings, but will merely defer the payment
of the tax until the death of the surviving spouse. For example, if
no gift is made, and the predeceased spouse has an estate of $475,000,
and disposes of that estate so that 'only the amount covered by the
marital deduction ($250,000) comes into the surviving spouse's estate, the estate tax payable upon his death will be approximately
$16,000. The surviving spouse's estate will be $250,000, and upon her
death approximately $25,000 in estate tax will be payable. In both
situations, where the gift is made and where it is not, the total estate tax liability after the death of both spouses is $41,000. If the gift
is made, there is no tax upon the death of donor spouse; it is completely deferred until the death of donee spouse. It may be desirable
to defer the payment of the tax in this manner, especially because it
can be done at so little cost.
An unusually good estate planning technique may be utilized
where the donor spouse has an estate of approximately $450,000, the
donee spouse has no estate, the couple has no children or natural objects of their bounty, and there is a large charitable intent. Under
the 1976 Tax Reform Act an estate of this size can, under the circumstances, hereinafter described, be given to the donee entirely free of
federal estate tax. Assume the husband makes a gift to his wife in
1977 of $190,000;lr the marital deduction would be $100,000 and the
taxable gift would be $90,000. The tentative tax on this gift would be
$21,000, against which unified credits would be available up to $30,000, thus leaving no gift tax liability. If the husband dies in 1981 or
thereafter, and leaves the entire remaining estate of $260,000 to his
wife, the estate marital deduction would be $245,000 (reduced from
$250,000 by the $100,000 marital deduction taken on the $190,000
1977 gift), leaving a taxable estate of $15,000. The tentative tax would
be computed on $105,000 (the $15,000 taxable estate plus the $90,000
post-1976 adjusted taxable gift), resulting in a tentative tax of $25,300.
In 1981 and thereafter, the unified credit available is $47,000. $21,000
of the credit has already been applied to the tentative gift tax, so
$26,000 of credit remains. This amount covers the tentative estate tax,
so that there is no estate tax payable.
Although the husband's estate in the above example passes to the
wife without being subject to paying estate tax, a very high tax will
be levied when the wife dies because there is no marital deduction
available. If the surviving spouse has a large charitable intent, however, she could give all but the equivalent exemption ($175,000) to
17
charity, and incur no estate tax at all upon her death.
16. Again, the annual exclusion is not taken into account.
17. For an excellent article in which all aspects of interspousal transfers are discussed,
see Cornfeld, Interspousal Transfers i'nder the Tax Reformt Act of 1976, 1 ALT-ABA
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It is extremely important to note that if a gift is made by the
donor spouse to a donee spouse and the donor spouse dies within
three years, the excess over the annual exclusion will be included in
the gross estate of the donor spouse and the benefit of the additional
gift tax marital deduction will be lost. Furthermore, there is no provision for the restoration of the reduction of the gift tax marital deduction in the allowable estate tax marital deduction. Previously we
illustrated that on a $100,000 transfer from husband to wife there
would be a reduction of $50,000 from the maximum estate marital deduction available. Therefore, there can be some substantial risks involved in making interspousal gifts. For example, assume an estate
of $400,000, from which the donor spouse gave $100,000 to the donee
spouse in 1977, and then assume that the donor spouse dies in 1978.
Finally, assume that the donor spouse left a will in which he gave
his wife the maximum marital deduction and the rest of his estate to
his- children. In other words, the donor spouse's intent was that his
wife should receive property valued at $300,000 ($200,000 from his
will and $100,000 from the gift). The gift of the $100,000 must be restored to his estate, making the value of the total estate $400,000.
The marital deduction may be subtracted from this, but the maximum marital deduction is now $200,000 instead of $250,000. The tentative tax computed on $200,000 is $54,800, and the unified credit applicable is $34,000, which leaves a tax of $20,800. If the donor spouse
had made no gift to the donee spouse and had given her $300,000 under his will, the tax would have been substantially less. There would
still be a $400,000 estate, but the marital deduction would be $250,000,
leaving $150,000 against which the tentative tax is computed, or
$38,000. Applying the unified credit of $34,000 against this would
leave a tax of $4,800. This would be $16,000 less than if the gift to
the spouse had not been made at all.
The Technical Corrections Bill of 1977 would eliminate this problem. It provides that if such an interspousal gift comes back into the
decedent's estate no reduction in the estate tax marital deduction
need be made."5
To this point, we have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of transfers of $100,000 or more between spouses. If appropriate
property is available for gifting, a good estate planning technique is
to give $6,000 each year to a donee spouse. Of that amount, $3,000
would be excluded immediately because it is part of the donor's annual exclusion; the other $3,000 would be deductible as a marital
deduction and would be out of the donor's estate upon the expiration
of three years. 19 The problem is to find property which is suitable for
COURSE MAT.

18.
19.

J.

5

(1977).

See H.R. 6715, § 3(g) (1), 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977).
2 KEYDAL & SIMON, RESOURCE MATERIA.S FOP ESTATE PLANNING 742 (4th ed. 1977).
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such a gift. Farmland, the major portion of many substantial North
Dakota estates, normally is not conducive to such a gift.
b. Analyzing Joint Tenancies
In analyzing joint tenancies, one question that may arise is
whether advantage should be taken of new subsection 2040 (b) and to
make an election as provided under section 2515 with regard to joint
tenancy real property. Generally, such an election, if made, would
treat the real property as a "qualified joint interest" and, for estate
tax purposes, such property will be treated as being owned equally
by each spouse.
It should be noted that this election is available
only to husband
and wife, relates only to real estate, and requires the timely filing of
a gift tax return. The joint interest must be created after December
31, 1976. Therefore, to create a qualified joint interest on pre-1977
joint tenancy property it is necessary to recreate the joint tenancy.20
Such an election is not recommended in most situations. It can
be a useful procedure, however, for a younger couple with a relatively small but growing estate. If, for example, a young couple purchases a home and makes this election, the estate of each spouse
will be increased with the payment of the mortgage and with continued inflation in values. The later inflated value could be divided
tax free if at such time it is desirable to ihave non-joint property held
21
by each spouse.
Another estate planning problem that may arise from joint tenancies is the over-qualification of the marital deduction in the surviving spouse because too much property is held jointly. This problem
may be remedied by the utilization of North Dakota Century Code
chapter 47-11.1, the Uniform Disclaimer of Transfers Under NonTestamentary Instruments Act, which was enacted in 1977 by the
North Dakota Legislature. Under the Act, the surviving joint tenant
would be able to disclaim the property that would otherwise pass
upon the death of the other joint tenant, thus avoiding the harmful
effects of overqualification. The impact of this Act will be discussed
22
in more detail later.
The severance of a joint tenancy may result in substantial gift
tax exposure. If, for example, a joint tenancy is created in real prop20. See H.R. 6715, § 3(k) (2), 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977),
which provid,,s that such
a recrea tion is no longer necessary. This treatment is to he available if the taxpayer elects
to report a gift of property in a gift tax return filed with respect to any calendar quarter
in 1977, 1978, or 1979. A taxpayer making the election is to be treated as having made :i
gift at the close of the calendar quarter for which the return is filed.
21. See Scrota, Planning Transfers Betir(c n ,Spouses for Max(cimnum Estate (Ind
1
(
ift 7'a.
Benefits Uldcr the New Law, 4 EST. ['IAN. 66 (1977),
in which, nrmona other things.,
joint tenancy interests are carefully analvzed.
22. sce notes 112-113 infro., and text accompanying.
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erty after 1954,23 the husband furnished the entire consideration, and
no election to treat as a gift was made at the time of the creation
of the joint tenancy, there would be a gift of one-half the value of
the property to the non-contributing spouse upon severance by equal
2

division . 4
Gift tax exposure may also arise where joint real property is
conveyed by husband and wife to a third party and the husband and
wife receive a note and mortgage in exchange. This type of transaction constitutes a termination of the joint tenancy and, by including
the noncontributing spouse as an owner of the mortgage, constitutes
a gift to her.2 5 This problem may also exist in connection with the
sale of property by joint owners on Contract for Deed.2 6 Furthermore,
it is important to note that a donative intent on the part of the transferor is not an essential element in the application of the gift tax to
the transfer. Therefore, the argument of mistake or ignorance of the
law will not usually be successful.
A method by which the gift tax consequences of conveying jointly
held real property could be avoided would be to convey the real
property back to the contributing spouse before the sale and then
have the mortgage or Contract for Deed payable to the contributing
spouse. This, of course, does not apply to pre-1955 joint tenancy creations between husband and wife.2 7
c. Transfers to Dying Spouses
The discussion of interspousal transfers would not be complete
without a word about a most unique technique arising from the 1976
Tax Reform Act. For tax reasons only, it may be advisable to transfer property to a dying spouse where the dying spouse has little or
no estate and the spouse who is apt to survive has a substantial estate. If only enough property is transferred to a dying spouse to take
maximum advantage of his or her equivalent exemption, there would
be no estate tax upon the dying spouse's death. Furthermore, if the
transferring spouse is either omitted entirely from the dying spouse's
will or the dying spouse gives the transferring spouse only an income
interest in the property, the property transferred to the dying spouse
23. Prior to 1955 the contribution made by a husband or wife- in the creation of a joint
tenancy constituted a gift to the extent that the consideration furnished by either spouse
exceeded the value of the rights retained by that spouse. See Treas. Reg. § 25.2515-1(b)
(1972). Therefore, in North Dakota, all joint tenancies created before 1955 with the consideration furnished by one spouse resulted in a gift of a one-half interest at that time.
A severance of that property into tenancy in common at the present time will result it]
no present gift tax consequences.
24. Treas. Reg. § 25.2515-1(d) (3) (1972).
25. Rev. Rul. 75-507, 1975-2 C.B. 378.
26. However, the joint tenancy relationship of the vendors is not dissolved if such cottract for Deed is executed by all the joint tenants unless, otherwise specifically provided
in the instrument. N.D. CENT. COnE § 47-19-54 (Supp. 1977).
"7. See spipra note 2P.
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will also generate no estate tax upon the transferring spouse's death.
Also, by transferring low basis property to the dying spouse, the
basis of that property will be increased at the donee's death by
three or more of the five basis adjustments of section 1023. These
basis adjustments would be the December 31, 1976, "fresh start"
adjustment, the $60,000 "step up" adjustment and the $10,000 excep2
tion for personal effects such as household goods. 8
B.

SELECTION OF PROPERTY FOR GIFTING

Assuming that gifting is desirable, the question of what property
is suitable for gifting arises. The following discussion concerns itself
with the selection of the forms of property which should be considered in making gifts under the 1976 Tax Reform Act.
1. Pre-1955 Husband and Wife Joint Tenancy Real Property
The creation of a tenancy in common in real property acquired
before 1955 creates no present gift tax consequences. 2 9 The severance
of this type of real property in this manner may be desirable in
many cases to create a separate estate in each spouse.
2. Life Insurance
The transfer of life insurance has always been a favorite and
much-used technique by estate planners. In this regard, the most
beneficial type of transfer from a tax standpoint is the transfer of
the ownership of a life insurance policy directly to a third person or
to an irrevocable life insurance trust. Such a transfer should eliminate the proceeds from the transferor's estate at least in those cases
where the transfer is made over three years before the transferor's
death and the transferor does not continue to pay the premiums.
Furthermore, life insurance proceeds are immune from carryover
income to the recipient in the
basis problems and are not taxable
30
absence of a transfer for value.
The transfer of a life insurance policy to a spouse is also frequently recommended but does not, for the most part, have as favorable a result. Indeed, such a transfer has a number of drawbacks.
For example, the donee spouse may be unwilling to use the proceeds
to provide the liquidity needed in the donor insured spouse's estate or
the donee spouse may be unable to handle such large sums of money
which would be payable to her in the form of insurance proceeds
upon the donor insured spouse's death. Furthermore, and perhaps
28. See Paster, Gifts Made to Dying Spousc Can Cut E.sttate Ta,r
of Appreciated Property, 4 EST. 111,AN. 2:3S (1977).
29. See sulwa note 2.%
30.
T.R.C. § 101(a).
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most importantly, the gift to a spouse of a life insurance policy
with the donee spouse named as the beneficiary will only serve to
defer the estate tax until the second death. However, such deferral
could be extremely beneficial if there is a substantial time period between the two deaths.
One should use foresight and plan against the donee spouse dying
first. If this were to happen, the ownership of the policy itself would
become an asset in the donee spouse's estate and would be subject
to disposition pursuant to her will or the laws of succession, because
the insured isstill living. To prevent the insured from inheriting the
ownership of the policy, or any of the incidents of ownership, 3 the
lawyer should draft a will for the donee spouse and make special
provision so that the donor spouse will not inherit the ownership of
the policy. Further care is imperative in those cases where the donee
spouse bequeaths her estate to the donor spouse in the form of a
tax saving trust and also makes the donor spouse a co-trustee. If
this is the case, special trust provisions are absolutely necessary to
make sure the surviving spouse qua co-trustee does not exercise any
incidents of ownership. If incidents of ownership are exercised by
other than an independent trustee the Internal Revenue Service will
seek to include the entire proceeds in the estate of the donor spouse
32
when such spouse dies later.
The 1976 Tax Reform Act did nothing to affect directly the taxation of life insurance or the general concepts involved with its role
in an estate plan. The transfer of life insurance policies within three
years before death, however, has become even more of a gray area
than before the passage of the 1976 Tax Reform Act. More specifically, the Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides that the value of all transfers
made within three years of death is includible in the decedent's gross
estate regardless of whether the transfers were made in contemplation of death. The Act also provides an exception to this rule, however: all gifts within the annual gift tax exclusion will not be included in the decedent's gross estate, even if made within three
33
years of death.
A problem which was not answered by the 1976 Tax Reform Act
is whether or not the appreciation which occurs between the time of
31. For a list of the incidents of ownership, see Treas. Reg. § 20.2042-1 (c) (2) (1974).
32. There presently is a split of authority as to whether or not this circumstance willi
cause inclusion of the proceeds in the insured's estate. The Internal Revenue Service,
however, has adopted the view of the fifth circuit, which has held that the insured's mere
possession at death of an incident of ownership (even the limited right, as trustee, to
alter the time or manner of payment of death proceeds to the beneficiary), regardless of
whether the insured could have benefitted himself or his estate by exercising the incident, and regardless of how he came into possession of such incident, Is sufficient to
cause the proceeds to be included in, his estate. Rose v. United States, 511 F.2d 259 (5th
Cir. 1975); Terriberry v. United States, 517 F.2d 286 (5th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, .424
U.S. 977 (1976). See also Rev. Rul. 76-261, 1976-2 C.B. 276.
33. See supra note 4.
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the gift and the actual date of death has to be included in the decedent's gross estate in those cases where the gift tax value is under
$3,000. The problem is relatively insignificant in most gifts of assets
other than life insurance, which normally results in a substantial appreciation in value between the value at the time of the gift and the
value of the proceeds. The Joint Committee's interpretation has been
that if insurance is transferred within three years of death, all of
the proceeds less the amount coming within the $3,000 gift tax exclusion are included in the donor's estate.3 4 For example, if a separate property ordinary life insurance policy with a gift tax value of
$1,500 and a face value of $50,000 is transferred within the three year
period, $48,500 would be included in the donor's gross estate.
The Technical Corrections Bill of 1977, while not granting the desired result, at least ends the speculation on this matter. This Bill, in
effect, states that any gift made within three years' of death for which
no gift tax return was required to be filed will not have to be included
in the gross estate. Thus, gifts made to a donee of a present interest
of $3,000 or less will not be included in the gross estate even though,
theoretically, the value of the asset gifted could be above $3,000 at
the time of the donor's death. However, the Bill also specifies that
gifts of life insurance policies will not qualify for exclusion under the
above exception.3 5 Accordingly, this would preclude a donor from
making an excludible gift of a life insurance policy that is worth little
at the time of the transfer but could be worth substantially more after
the donor's death.
The payment of premiums by the donor after making the transfer of a life insurance policy still is not advisable after the passage
of the 1976 Tax Reform Act. This is true even though the policy is
not originally acquired or transferred by the insured if the insured
pays premiums and dies within three years after the issuance of the
policy. 6 If the life insurance policy is transferred by the decedent
more than three years before the decedent'Is death, however, the proceeds are not includible in the decedent's gross estate. The only
thing that is includible is the amount of the premiums which were
paid by the decedent during the three years prior to his death."
3. Appreciated Property
In order to maximize estate tax savings, perhaps the best prop34.

See JOINT COMM.

ON TAXATION,

GENERAL EXPLANATION

OF TAX REFORM
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529 (1976).
35. See H.R. 6715, § 3(f), 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977).
36. First Nat. Bank of Oregon v. United States, 488 F.2d 575 (9th Cir. 1973); Detroit
Bank & Trust Co. v. United States, 467 F.2d 964 (6th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 410 U.S.
929 (1973); Bel v. United States, 452 F.2d 683 (5th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 406 U.S.
919 (1972). The former cases probably hold as authority on post-1976 transactions, though

not,' of course, with respect to the contemplation of death requirement. See also Rev. Rul.
71-497, 1971-2 C.B. 329.
37. Rev. Rul. 71-497, 1971-2 C.B. 329.
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erty to transfer is that which is likely to appreciate in value after the
time of the transfer. As noted earlier, if the donor survives the three
year period after the transfer, the appreciation in value from the
time of the transfer until the donor's death does not have to be included in the estate of the donor. If farmland is expected to continue
to increase in value, it would probably be a good asset for a gift. An
even better asset would be land located close to a city which, in turn,
would have development potential. On the other hand, machinery
and other depreciable property normally would not be good assets
for a gift.
4. Consideration of a Property's Cost Basis
The new carryover basis rules under section 1023 merit consideration in gifting. This is because there is Still the possibility of obtaining
a large increase in basis in the capital assets of an estate although,
admittedly, as time goes on the actual increase in basis will become
less.
The adjusted basis in property in the context of its consideration
for gifting can be categorized into three general areas. The first
category is where the adjusted basis is greater than fair market
value. The second category is where the adjusted basis is below but
very close to fair market value. The third category is where the
adjusted basis is quite low compared to fair market value.
Property in the first category is probably the worst property to
transfer by gift because one cannot transfer a built-in loss to a
donee.38 If the donor transfers such property, the donor will lose the
opportunity to recognize the capital loss on its sale and there will
be no gift tax addition to basis under the new carryover basis rules. 9
Property in the second category is better suited to transfer by
gift. Again there would be little gift tax addition to basis because the
addition to basis is limited to the gift tax that is allocable to the
property's appreciation at the time of the gift.40
Property in the third category is also poor property to transfer
by gift, all other considerations being equal. In other words, the donor
should retain this property in his estate because such retention will
qualify the property for the most important adjustment of all carryover basis adjustments, the "fresh start" adjustment.-1
Property acquired by the donor after 1976 is perhaps the best
property to give from the standpoint of carry-over basis because
this property will not be eligibile for the fresh start adjustment.
Before leaving the area of cost basis considerations, a note of
38.
39.
40.
41.

Treas.
Treas.
I.R.C.
I.R.C.

Reg. § 1.1015-5(a) (1)
(1971).
Reg. § 1.1015-5(a)(1)(i) (1972),.
§ 1015(d)(6).
§ 1023(h).
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warning should be made on giving property which has an outstanding
indebtedness in excess of the donor's basis. Indeed, such a situation
is not unlikely. It is often the case that a farmer acquired real estate
years ago when prices were low and has since mortgaged the property based on its current value in order to obtain operating funds or
to purchase additional land. Such a transfer will cause the donor to
4 2
realize a capital gain on the excess of the debt over his basis.
5. High Yielding Income Property
If the donee is in the lower income tax bracket, it might be advisable to make a gift of high yielding income property in order to shift
the income tax consequences to a lower bracket.
6. Future Interests
Future interests normally are not good subjects for gifting be4 3
cause -such gifts do not qualify for the annual exclusion.
An especially poor estate planning device is the transfer of a remainder interest with the grantor reserving a life estate. Such a
transfer will cause the entire taxable gift less the appreciation after
the gift was made to be included in decedent's gross estate, assuming
the grantor lives beyond the three year period. In addition, the retention of a life estate will cause the inclusion of the entire property itself
in the estate under section 2036.
7. Gifting and Section 2032A
It is important to remember that section 2032A, which relates to
the new "current use" value rather than fair market value in regard
to farms and closely held businesses, applies to the estate tax only.
Therefore, any gift during decedent's lifetime must be valued at its
fair market value even though it would have qualified for the current
44
use value if retained until the decedent's death.
If such property is gifted, the gift tax value will probably be
higher and there could be more estate tax eventually. This is especially true of elderly donors because their shorter life expectancies result
in a shorter period of time in which the lower current use value
(which presumably could have been used at the time of gift) can
catch up to the value which had to be used for gift tax purposes. For
this reason, gifting is more desirable for younger donors than for
older donors.
Another very important consideration in connection with gifting
42.
43.
44.

Johnson v. Commissioner, 59 T.C. 791 (1973).
2
Treas. Reg. § 25. 503-3(a) (1972).
Treas. Reg. § 25.2501-1 (1973).

aff'd, 495 F.2d 16,79 (;th
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of property which might qualify for the current use value is whether
the remaining assets of the decedent are of a kind that the estate
can qualify to use the current use value. Under section 2032A, two
of the conditions which must be met are as follows: first, the real or
personal property included in the value of a farm or other closely
held business must consist of at least fifty percent of the adjusted
value of the gross estate, using fair market value figures; and second, at least twenty-five percent of the adjusted value of decedent's
gross estate must be qualified closely-held business or farm real
property.4 5 Thus, care must be taken in making gifts so that the
decedent does not fall below these qualifying percentage requirements.
8. Gifting and Section 6166
A similar consideration must be made regarding the relationship
of gifting the remaining property of the donor and the provisions of
the Code which provide, under certain circumstances, for a long payment period at a low interest rate. This new section replaces old
section 6166 (the old Code section became section 6166A) and provides for a fifteen year extension of the payment of estate tax at four
percent interest with no principal payment required for the first five
years.
This is a very substantial benefit for those who can qualify. One
qualifying requirement is that the closely held business must comprise sixty-five percent of the 'adjusted gross estate. 46 Many farmers
would be eligible for this election because, in order to qualify, the
farm operating assets, in addition to farm land, can be included in
the percentage computation. The section further provides that the
residential buildings and related improvements on the farm may be
taken into account in meeting the percentage requirements. 4
To reiterate, the relevance of the aforementioned provisions, as
far as estate planning is concerned, is that gifts should not be made
in such a way that the donor would not be able to qualify for these
percentage requirements.
C. METHODS OF GIFTING

After selecting the most suitable property to make gifts, the manner in which the gift should be made must be considered. The following nine devices, while not meant to be exclusive, should merit consideration.
45.
46.
47.

I.R.C. § 2032A(b) (1) (A),
I.R.C. § 6166(a) (1).
I.R.C. § 6166(b)(3).
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1. Outright Transfers
Outright transfers of farmland may be desirable in some cases,
but there are some drawbacks. The value of the transfer would usually
be in excess of the annual exclusion and, if there are a number of
donees, such a transfer would create multiple owners with its inherent problems. Furthermore, if the intent were to continue the
gifting on an annual basis, there would be a great deal of conveyancing required. Nevertheless, there can be circumstances in which
outright transfers of undivided interests would be a desirable form
of making gifts.
2. Leases Below Fair Market Value
Leases at less than fair market value do provide a method of
assisting one's children to get started in the farming business, but
they do not take the property out of the lessor's estate.
3. Gifts and Leasebacks
Caution should be exercised in the making of gifts with leasebacks. Such a transaction may be treated as a transfer with a retained life estate under section 2036. This is particularly potentially
dangerous where the leaseback is less than the fair market value .4
4. Installment Sales
Prior to the passage of the 1976 Tax Reform Act, an installment
contract involving the sale of farmland from a father to a son was
not always a good estate planning technique, even though it "locked
in" the value for estate tax purposes, because the stepped-up basis
was lost as a result of the treatment of the vendor's interest in the
installment contract as income in respect of the decedent. 4 9 The 1976
Tax Reform Act has not changed this treatment, although it has perhaps indirectly increased the installment contract's viability as an
estate planning tool. This is because of the Act's amendment of section 1014, which gave the step-up in basis of the property acquired,
or passing, from the decedent, to provide that it does not apply to
any property for which a carry-over basis is provided in section
1023. In other words, by eliminating the automatic step-up in basis
for a capital asset held by a decedent and substituting in its place
the carry-over basis rules of section 1023, it will become increasingly
less desirable for an individual to hold property as a capital asset
until his death in order to achieve potential income tax savings upon
48.
41).

Barlow v. Commissioner, 55 T.C. 666, acq., 1972-2 C.B. 1.
f.R.C. § 6911(a) (2) ; Hedrick v. Commissioner, 63 T.C. 395 (1974).
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the sale of that property by an heir. Therefore, in those cases where
the basis of property will not increase substantially if a decedent retains full ownership until his death, installment sales should become
more desirable.
The use of an installment sale as an estate planning device generally involves a consideration for less than the fair market value of
the property involved. In such a situation, there would be a gift of the
difference in value between the fair market value of the property
and the consideration payable under the contract.5 0
In addition to this direct gift, the farming father often will express his desire to make the son's obligation under the contract even
easier to meet and thus would like to grant the son a more favorable
interest rate than that which is prevailing in the area under bona fide
conveyances. Such a favorable interest rate will necessarily involve
two problems of which the father should be fully advised.
First, under section 483, on all contracts entered into after July
24, 1975, the government will now impute interest under an installment sale to seven percent in those cases where the interest rate under the contract has a stated rate 'of less than six percent. 51
Second, the father has indirectly created another gift tax consequence. The Internal Revenue Service will attempt to assess a taxable
gift based upon the difference between the rate charged under the contract and that which prevails under bona fide contracts made in the
area at the time of the subject contract. On the brighter side however, the converse is also true inasmuch as the same contract included i:n the father's estate would be entitled to a discount from its
face value for the same reason. 2 Before leaving the subject of installment sales, it should be stated
that caution should be exercised in the cancellation of installment -obligations if such cancellation is part of a prearranged plan, for it may
well be treated as a disguised gift. In such cases, it has been held that
the annual exclusion would not be available because the gift will be
treated as one of a future interest.'3 Furthermore, the IRS probably
50.

See supIra note 44.
51. Treas. Reg. § 1.483-1(d) (1) (ii) (B) and § 1.4S3-1(c) (2) (ii)(B) (1976).
52. Treas. Reg. § 20.2031-4 (1958) ; Riley v. D.C. Redevelopment Land Agency, 246 F.Zd
641 (D.C. Cir. 1957).
53. In Haygood v. Commissioner, 42 T.C. 936 (1964), (ICq. 1965-1 C.B. 4, and in Kelley
v. Commissioner, 63 T.C. 321 (1974), the transferors transferred real estate to their children and received back various ven.ors' lien notes each in the amount of the annual exclusion and each becoming due each year over a period of years until the property was
paid for by the transferees. At least in IHaygood, the parent never expected payment on
the notes and in both cases the notes were forgiven as they became due. In both cases the
Internal Revenue Service was unsuccessful in claiming that the entire amounts were either
gifts of present or future interests at the time of the original transaction. However, the
Internal Revenue Service, in a very recent ruling, Rev. Rul. 77-"99, 1977-34 I.R.B. 14,
has held that a transfer of real property, secured by a purchase money mortgage in return for non-interest bearing non-negotiable notes which are ediual in amount to tile annual exclusions and are to be forgiven annually was a disguised g'ft in full at the time
of the transaction and not a bona fide sale. The service also announced that it would not
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will take the position that such cancellation is a taxable disposition
4
of the property under section 453 (d) of the Code.5
5. Private Annuities
A private annuity is an arrangement under which complete ownership of the property is transferred by an individual to another individual or entity not engaged in the business of issuing annuities in
exchange for the transferee's promise to make periodic payments
to the transferor for the transferor's life. The promise to pay must
be unsecured. The payments normally are payable annually, and terminate upon the transferor's death. 55 Because the annuity is unsecured, a private annuity is not advisable unless there is a strong feeling of mutual trust between the individuals.
The income tax consequence to an annuitant is similar to that involved in an installment sale inasmuch as the annuity income has a
tax free portion (return of basis), capital gain portion (if the property
otherwise would qualify for capital gain), and ordinary income portion (interest factor).
In discussing the private annuity, perhaps the best approach to
take is to discuss its advantages and disadvantages which, hopefully,
will aid the reader in deciding if a private annuity may be appropriate for his client.
The following are some of the advantages of an annuity:
1. An obvious advantage is that the property is taken out of
the estate of the transferor immediately. Conceivably, however, the IRS may argue successfully that the annuity contract was a sham transaction in cases where the annuitant,
in poor health, died shortly after the execution of the annuity
contract.
2. It provides a constant income to transferor for his lifetime.
3. It gives the transferee unencumbered and immediate title
to valuable property.
The following are some of the disadvantages of an annuity:
1. An important consideration is the result of the comparison
of income tax cost to the transferee and the estate tax savings
1977-32 I.R.B. 5, nor Haygood v. Commissioner.
follow Kelley v. Commissioner, noicq.,
nonacq., 1977-32 I.R.B. 5. See also Rickerson, Are the Tax-saving Characteristicsof Piecemeal Giving in Danger! 27 TAX LAW. 331 (1974).
54. But see Miller v. Usry, 160 F. Supp. 368 (W.D. La. 1959).
55. In order to determine the annual payment in a private annuity the sale price must
be divided by the appropriate annuity factor in Column 2 of Table A(1) or A(2) of Treas.
Reg. § 25.2512-9(e) (1970). The age of the annuitant is based on the age as of his or
her nearest birthday. i. N 25.2512-9(a) (2)
(1970).
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in keeping the property out of the estate. Generally, when the
annuitant is elderly and has low basis property, a private anunity can have some very adverse income tax consequences
to the annuitant."
2. The capital gain portion is available to the annuitant up to
his or her life expectancy-after that, that portion is ordinary
income.5 7
3. If an annuitant outlives his life expectancy, the transferee
will be paying more than the fair market value for the annuity.
4. A major problem is the determination of the basis for the
transferee because the transferee has no way of knowing what
he paid for the property until the annuitant dies. The IRS,
however, has promulgated rules for determining basis for purposes of computing depreciation and ascertaining gain or loss
upon subsequent sale of the property before the annuitant's
death. 58
5. The basis for the transferee will be very small in the event
of the premature death of the transferor.
6. In those cases where there is substantial low income yielding property being conveyed by private annuity by an elderly
transferor, there may not be sufficient funds to pay the annuity on the part of the transferee.59
7. Although part of the annuity income to the annuitant constitutes ordinary income because of the interest element, there
is normally not a corresponding interest expense deduction
for the transferee.6 ) One court allowed such a deduction, however, because the contract specifically provided that a portion
61
of each payment was to be treated as interest.
8. If the transferee predeceases the annuitant, the annuitant
56. Rev. Rul. 69-74, 1969-1 C.B. 43, sets forth in detail the income and gift tax consequences to an annuitant in an inter-family exchange.
contains the life expectancy table. See also
57. Treas. Reg. § 1.27-9, Table I (1960)
supra note 56.
58. Rev. Rul. 55-119, 1955-1 C.B. 352.
59. There are three alternatives which can be considered in mitigating this problem.
First, one can enter into a private annuity arrangement and simultaneously make a gift
of other income producing property which can be used to make the annuity payments. The
property may be included in the transferor's gross estate, however, under the theory that
the transfer was one subject to a retained life estate. Second, the transferee can sell some
of the property received or borrow money against it. Third, the annuitant can receive the
timely payments from the transferee and later make some cash gifts back to the transferee. Extreme caution is advised, however, because the Internal Revenue Service may
well treat the latter as a sham transaction. See supra note 53.
60. I.R.C. § 483 (f) (5).
61. Commissioner v. John C. Moore Corp., 42 F.2d 186 (2nd Cir. 1930). See ati-o supra
note 60.
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becomes obligated to rely on the transferee's estate to continue the annuity payments. To avoid this problem, the transferee might consider purchasing life insurance on his life to
guarantee the continuance of the payments.
In -summary, the estate planner may now find himself more
tempted to use the private annuity because of its potential elimination of the annuity property from the transferor's estate, a result
much more difficult to achieve under the 1976 Tax Reform Act. In
the majority of cases, however, the private annuity's disadvantages
will outweigh its advantages and will not, therefore, provide a panacea. When a private annuity is used, it should normally be only a
62
supplement to an estate plan.
6. Limited Partnerships
The limited partnership"3 is an excellent planning device in those
situations where the parents wish to maintain control of the operation
and retain a large portion of the net income and at the same time reduce their estates by periodic transfers to their children and grand4
children as limited partners.6
The transfer of these partnership interests over a period of years
to the extent of the annual exclusions can add up to a substantial
amount. This is particularly true where there is a large number of
children or grandchildren involved.
Gift tax reports should be filed when the transfer is made and
the partnership should be created in such a manner that the gifting
of a limited partner's interest can be accomplished by filing an
amended certificate with the clerk of district court in which the business is located, evidencing the change in the limited partner's in65
terest.
Of particular importance to the organization and operation of a
limited partnership is making sure that the donor general partner
does not exercise excessive control over the transferred property66
62. All aspects of the private annuity are discussed in Reed, The Private Anitnut:
Indications for Use, Rules Which Must be Followed, Tax Advantages aud Risks, 2 EST.
PLAN. 19 (1974).
63. For a complete discussion of the advantages and potential problem areas of family
and limited partnerships, see Schriebman, Family Partnerships as an Estate Planning Device Must Past IRS Muster: Some Guidelines, 4 EST. PLAN. 16 (1976); Schriebman,
Family Partnerships Can Blend Tax Savings with Fulfillment of Estate Planning Objectives, 3 EST. PLAN. 164 (1976).
64. The general partner is expressly enabled under I.R.C. § 704(e)(2) to allocate a
portion of the net income to himself in recognition of his services to the partnership. Also,
under Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(e)(3)(ii)(C)
(1964), the general partner must be further
compensated for risking his credit in the conduct of the partnership business. Therefore,
a general partner can share in the income generated by the capital contributed by the

limited partner.
65.
66.

N.D. CENT. CODE § 45-10-24
Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1 (e) (2)

(1960).
(1964).
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In this respect, a problem arises when there are minors who the donor
feels are to be treated on the same basis as their adult brothers and
sisters. While it has been held that a minor can be a full partner
without the need for establishing a guardianship or trust, 67 it is generally advisable that a young teenager or pre-teenager have hiis interests represented by a fiduciary. 8 An irrevocable trust is generally
the best vehicle to represent the minor's interest and is preferable
over a guardianship because the regulations provide that the fiduciary
must be subject to judicial supervision if the fiduciary -is to be recognized for tax purposes.6 9 It is the trustee's duty to protect the minor
beneficiary's interest independently of the donor's interest. Therefore, a parent donor should not be the trustee. 70 Use of such a trustee
would also probably cause inclusion of the gifted property in the donor's estate Under section 2036.
7. Section 2503 Trusts
In making gifts where minors are concerned, custodianships and
custodian accounts may be used. Trusts created to conform with'section 2503, however, are more flexible and suitable.7 1 Generally speaking, there are two forms of trusts into which transfers made will qualify for the annual exclusion.
a. Section 2503 (b) "Income" Trust
Under this type of trust the income must be paid immediately to
a child and thereafter must be paid at least annually for the child's
life. 72 Such a gift qualifies for the annual exclusion to the extent of
the actuarial value of the child's right to the income for life. Using
the 6% tables, this varies for a child under twenty-one from 91% to
97% 7 Thus, a $3,000 transfer to such an individual in this form of
trust qualifies almost in total for the annual exclusion. This trust provides for liberal invasions of principal at the discretion of an independent trustee and, after attaining a certain age, the child can become a co-trustee. However, as a co-trustee, the child cannot have
any power in regard to the invasion of the principal-this still must
be controlled by an independent trustee.
67. In Finlen v. Healy, 187 F. Supp.. 434, (D.C. Mont. 1960) the court held that the
recognition of a limited partnership interest in a minor child largely depends upon the
actual maturity of the child and his competence to manage his property and participate
in activities. The two limited partner's ages at the time of the creation of the limited
partnership were 17 and 14 respectively.
68. Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(e)(2)(viii) (1964).
69. See supra note 68.
70. Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(e) (2) (vii) (1964).
71. For a complete discussion of the advantages and, disadvantages of different yehicles in transferring property to minors, see L. CAsTRucCIo, TRUSTS FOR MINORS (1975)
COHAN & HEMMERLING; INTER VIvOS TRUSTS, PLANNING, DRAFTING AND TAXATION

72. Treas. Reg. § 25.2503-3(c) (1972).
73. Treas. Reg. § 25.2512-9(f), Tables A(1) and A(2) (1970).

(1975).
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If the trust does not terminate until the death of the child and
if it is then distributed to the children of such child, it would then
become a generation skipping trust and would qualify for the $250,000
generation skipping tax exemption.
One should provide that distributions during minority be made to
a custodian or be put in a savings account in the minor's name, it
being imperative that the donor is not the custodian. Finally, in order
to qualify for a present interest trust, it must be funded with income
74
producing property.
b. Section 2503 (c) "Age 21"Trust
This type of trust requires distribution to be made to the beneficiary at age twenty-one. The income may be expended for the child
before the child attains the age of twenty-one and if not so expended,
it must pass to the child upon his attaining the age of twenty-one.
If the child dies before attaining the age of twenty-one, the interest
must pass to the estate of the child or as he may appoint under a
general power of appointment. The trustee must have the power to
distribute income and principal to the minor before he reaches the
75
age of twenty-one.
It is extremely important to remember that a trust instrument
drawn for the benefit of several minor beneficiaries, which in all
respects meets the requirements of section 2503 (c), will fail to qualify
as a section 2503 (c) trust if it does not provide that the corpus is to
be divided into separate trusts for each beneficiary. This is because
where the trustee is given discretion to pay the income and principal
of a single trust to any one or more of several beneficiaries, no single
beneficiary is assured of ever receiving any part of the income or
principal and, thus, each beneficiary would be the recipient of a future
76
interest.
The advantage of the "age 21" trust is that the trustee may accumulate the income until the child attains age twenty-one, during
which time the child is supported by the parents. This type of trust
is not subject to the generation skipping tax on the minor's death
because it is subject to estate tax in the child's estate.
A disadvantage of the "age 21" trust is that many donors feel
that a donee has not obtained sufficient maturity at age twenty-one
to handle property wisely.
Transferring of farmland to either a section 2503 (c) "age 21"
trust or a section 2503(b) "income" trust results in an underlying
problem with either trust. The main disadvantages are that the
74. Stark v. United States, 345 F. Supp. 1263 (W.D.
'.2d 131 (8th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 975 (1973).
75. Treas. Reg. § 25.2503-4 (1958).
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section 2503 (b) trust does not allow for accumulation of income, and
the section 2503 (c) trust must terminate at age twenty-one. However, one can have a combination under which both of these disadvantages can be eliminated. In this situation, such a trust is highly
recommended. This is so because the income interest can be treated
as a separate property right distinct from the principal. Thus, the
income interest in and of itself will become eligible for the annual
exclusion. Consequently, the income may be accumulated for a minor,
but such accumulated income must be paid when the minor reaches
the age of twenty-one. The principal, however, may remain in trust
for any period determined by the settlor (The usefulness of this type
of trust has been enhanced by the elimination, with certain exceptions, under the 1976 Tax Reform Act of the unlimited throwback rule
to accumulations of income for a beneficiary prior to attaining age
twenty-one. 77 In this case, the actual gift tax calculation used in arriving at the amount eligible for the annual exclusion is based upon a
term for years determined by the difference between the age of the
donee at the time of the gift and age twenty-one.
c. The Effects of Section 644
The discussion of. trusts would not be complete without a brief
mention of the new section 644. In effect, this section imposes a tax
upon any transfer of property to any type of trust after May 21, 1976,
where the trust sells that property within two years after its receipt
and where the property's gift tax value exceeds its adjusted cost basis
as determined immediately after the gift. The additional tax is equal
to the tax that the donor of the property would have paid for the taxable year in which the sale occurred had he reported the "includible
gain ' '7 8 on his own return as though he had been the seller of that
property.
There are three points to keep in mind. First, because the new
Code section applies only where the trust realizes a gain, it is advisable for an individual who holds the property that 'has declined in
value to sell it, report the loss on his own income tax return, and give
the trust the cash proceeds.
Second, it may also be advisable to place a restriction against the
sale of the donated property for a two year period. Caution is advised,
however, for this may unduly restrict the investment opportunities
of the trustee.
Third, the Technical Corrections Bill of 1977 contains a provision
77. Rev. Rul. 68-670, 1968-2 C.B. 413. Herr v. Commissioner, 35 T.C. 732 (1961), af'd,
303 F.2d 7S0 (3rd Cir. 1962).
78. "Includible gain" is defined as being the lesser of the excess of the property's gift
tax value over its adjusted cost basis determined immediately after the gift or the gain
realized by the trust on its sale or exchange of the property. I.R.C. § 644 (2) (A).
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regarding installment sales and their effect upon section 644. Under
the bill, each installment would be taxed at the transferor's tax rate
if the installment occurs within two years of the time the property is
contributed to the trust. Thus, a trust could avoid the reach of section
644 by making an installment sale where payments would be received
over a period longer than two years.
8. Life Insurance Trusts
The purchase of life insurance is normally made for the liquidity
needs of the estate. In this respect, it is of prime concern that such
liquidity is not wasted by the creation of estate tax because of the
inclusion of the proceeds.
The proceeds of life insurance will be includible in the estate of
79
the holder of any or all of the incidents of ownership.
There are two common ways to eliminate the inclusion of the proceeds of life insurance in the estates of both the husband and the
wife. First, one can transfer all the incidents of ownership to a third
party. An example of this is as follows. Assume one has a farmerclient who wants his son to have the farmland and his daughter to
have the cash and other assets. To create liquidity and assure that
the son obtains the farmland, the son should become the owner and
beneficiary of the insurance policy on the father's life. The father's
will should contain an option to purchase for the son.
Second, one can transfer the ownership and beneficiary of the
policy to an unfunded irrevocable life insurance trust,80 with the insured or a member of his family paying the premiums directly or
contributing the necessary amounts to the trust.
The following are some of the advantages of such a trust:
1. The most obvious advantage is that all estate taxes will be
removed from the estate of the isettlor and, if the trust is
drawn properly, it will also remove the proceeds from taxation in the surviving spouse's estate.
2. By giving the trustee the power to loan funds to the estate
for payment of estate taxes, the trust will also help in providing the necessary liquidity. However, care must be taken
not to create a legally binding obligation to pay estate
taxes.81
3. It provides easy coordination in the disposition of proceeds
of several policies.
79.
80.
81.

Treas. Reg. § 20.2042-1(c) (1974).
This is expressly permitted in N.D. CENT. CODE § 26-10-21 (Supp. 1977).
Treas. Reg. § 20.2042-1(b)(1) (1974).
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The following are some of the disadvantages of such a trust:
1. Once a life insurance policy is transferred to this type of
trust it cannot be taken out again. Thus, the settlor must be
certain that such a trust serves the desired objectives.
2. Quite often, if care is not taken, the insured may unknowingly retain some incidents of ownership and thereby create
82
taxation in his estate even though the trust is irrevocable.
This includes possession of the powers as a fiduciary. 83
3. The greatest disadvantage is the unavailability of the annual exclusion for subsequent premium payments because a
8
life insurance policy is inherently not a present interest. 4
5
Thus, with the possible exception of a fully paid up policy,
a direction to pay the income to a beneficiary will not be sufficient to make the gift a present interest because the corpus
is not income producing property.
In regard to the annual exclusion problem, the use of a "Crummey" demand provision should assure the annual exclusion. 6 The
basic concept under such a demand provision is that to the extent a
trust's beneficiary has an absolute right to demand distribution to
himself of donated trust properties, with such right being unconditional and immediately exercisable, gifts to the trust will be deemed
gifts of a present interest even though the other terms of the trust
appear to create future interests.
The demand provision should be such that a beneficiary's demand
right would arise only when a transfer is made to the trust. Each time
such a demand right arises it will be limited to the amount that was
thus transferred to the trust. It will lapse to the extent it is not exercised by the end of the current calendar year.
A simplified but typical example would be one in which the father
has a $50,000 term insurance policy on his life on which he pays a
$1,500 premium the first of each year. The father transfers it to an
unfunded irrevocable life insurance trust for the benefit of his son and
the trustee has the power to loan funds to the father's estate upon the
father's death. A provision is made whereby the father agrees to pay
to the trustee the sum of $1,500 on October 1 of each year. On that
82. A list of the incidents of ownership can be found in Treas. Reg. § 20.2042-1(c)(2)
(1974).
83. Terriberry v. United States, 517 F.2d 286 (5th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 424 U.S.
977 (1976) ; Rose v. United States, 511 F.2d 259 (5th Cir. 1975) ; Rev. Rut. 76-261, 1976-2
C.B. 276. But see Skifter v. Commissioner, 468 F.2d 699 ("d Cir. 1972); Fruehaf Estatc
v. Commissioner, 427 F.2d 80 (6th Cir. 1970).
84. Treas. Reg. § 25.2503-3(c), Example (2)
(1972).
85. Tidemann v. Commissioner, 1 T.C. 968 (1943).
86. See Crummey v. Commissioner, 397 F.2d S2 (9th Cir. 1968).
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date the trustee notifies the son of his withdrawal rights7 of that
$1,500 and that such withdrawal right continues until the end of that
year and, if not exercised, will expire at that time. The son presumably would not exercise his right and on January 1 the trustee would
use the money in payment of the premium. 8
9. Charitable Gifting
The 1976 Tax Reform Act did not make direct changes affecting
charitable giving. Nevertheless, because considerable discussion has
been devoted to gifting, it is perhaps appropriate to make some comments on charitable giving.
The passage of the 1969 Tax Reform Act completely changed the
law regarding charitable remainders. Generally speaking, if a qualified charitable entity is to receive an interest after the death of a life
tenant or for a term of years not to exceed twenty, fractional interests
must be in the form of a unitrust, annuity trust, or pooled income
fund.
Extremely careful draftsmanship must be adhered to in drafting
these trusts and such trusts do entail administrative expenses.
With this in mind, it should be pointed out that a trust is not
necessary where there is a transfer of a remainder interest in a personal residence or farmland with a reservation of a life estate, for
these were excluded from charitable trust requirements.8 9
The transfer of a personal residence or farmland with a reservation of a life estate does enable the donor to obtain an immediate income tax deduction and at the same time remove the property from
his estate. Unless the donor were to sell or mortgage the property,
his cash flow would increase because of the additional income tax deduction. This can be a very economical method of charitable giving,
particularly if one is elderly and is in a high income tax bracket. The
reason why it is more beneficial for an elderly client is because his
life estate is worth less because of his shorter life expectancy.
A husband and wife may reserve a joint life estate. However, in
this case, the income tax deduction would be smaller because of the
intervening life estate and, upon the death of one life tenant, the actuarial value of the intervening life tenant's interest would be includ87. It should be noted that in Crummey, the Ninth Circuit allowed the annual exclusion
even though the court specifically recognized that the beneficiary might not even know
he had a right to withdraw and that the transfers to the trust might be made very close
to the end of the year, which would therefore limit the withdrawal period.
88. The Internal Revenue Service has not blessed: this type of demand provision (although favorable references to it appear in Rev. Rul, 73-405, 1973-2 C.B. 321, and Rev.
Rul. 75-415, 1975-2 C.B. 374). Therefore, the attorney, in drafting, should give the beneficiary liberal rights, i.e., make sure the beneficiary is informed of his withdrawal rights
by the trustee even though he is a minor, the trustee maintains the necessary liquidity

to meet the demand' and the beneficiary has a sufficient time period to exercise his withdrawal.
89. Treas. Reg. § 25.2522(c)-3(c)(2)(ii)

and (ii)

(1975).
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ible in the estate of the first to die. Furthermore, this interest would
be considered terminable and thus would not qualify for the marital
deduction. 90
III. SPECIAL VALUATION
A.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Perhaps the most important and beneficial aspect of the 1976 Tax
Reform Act with regard to its impact on North Dakota farmers is the
new method of valuing farmland under section 2032A.
Generally speaking, if the estate meets the eligibility requirements, an executor can elect to value farmland included in the estate
of an American citizen or resident at its current use value instead of
its value based on its highest and best use.
The eligibility requirements include the following: (1) fifty percent of the "adjusted value' 91 of the gross estate, using fair market
value figures, must be real or personal property used in the farming
'operation; (2) at least twenty-five percent of the adjusted value of
the decedent's gross estate must consist of real property; (3) during
five or more years of the eight year period ending with the decedent's
death, the property must have been owned by the decedent or a family member and held for use as a farm; (4) the decedent or family
member must have participated materially in the operation of the
farm; and (5) the property must pass to a qualified heir. 92 Furthermore, all persons who have an interest in the property must agree to
the collection of the tax saved if the property is transferred to someone other than a member of the decedent's family or if the qualified
use ceases prior to the original heir's death and within fifteen years
of the decedent's death.
Qualified use ceases if there has been an absence of, material
participation for three or more years during any eight year period
after the decedent's death. This valuation method cannot result in a
reduction of more than $500,000 from the highest and best use value.
Once the farmland is determined to qualify under the current use
valuation method, the executor can choose two different methods in
valuing the realty. The most common method presumably will be the
"formula" method. This method involves the capitalization of rent by
dividing the average annual gross cash rental for comparable land
90. Treas. Reg. § 20.2056(b)-i through (b)-6 (1958).
91. "Adjusted value" means, in the case of the gross estate, the value of the gross
of § 2053(a),
estate reduced by any amounts- allowable as a deduction under para. (4)
or, in the case of real or personal property, the value of such property reduced by any
amounts allowable as a deduction in respect to such property under para. (4) of §
2053(a). I.R.C. § 2032A(b)(3).
92. "Qualified heir" is defined broadly to include any member of the decedent's family,
which encompasses an in~lividual's ancestors or lineal descendants, a lineal descendant of
a grandparent, the individual spouse or the spouse of any descendant. A legally adopted
d
child Is treated as a chil , of such individual by lood. I.R.C. § 2032A (e) (2).
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used for farming purposes and located in the locality of such farm
over the past five years minus the average annual real estate taxes
for such comparable land over the past five years by the average annual effective rate for all new federal land bank loans for the past
five years.93
The second method is called the "multiple factor" method. The
executor must give consideration to capitalization of income, capitalization of fair rental value, assessed land values, comparable sales,
and any other factors which will fairly determine the value of the

farm .9
The current use value based on the formula method should result
in a substantial reduction in value in North Dakota farmland because,
at least in recent years and in most areas of North Dakota, farmland
has increased in price much more rapidly than cash rent payments.
Furthermore, historically, the return on the investment in real estate
has been low in relation to the price of the farmland itself.
One eligibility requirement for special valuation that can be very
difficult to determine is the requirement that the decedent or a member of his family must have been materially participating in the operation of the farm for at least five of the eight years immediately preceding the decedent's death. The crux of the question is the definition
of the words "material participation." To aid in the ultimate resolution, the Report of the Committee on Ways and Means95 suggests that
material participation in farm operations by an individual is determined in a manner similar to determining material participation for
purposes of the tax on self-employment income with respect to production of agricultural commodities.9 6 Reference should therefore be made
to Revenue Ruling 57-5897 and section 1.1402 (a) -418 of the Treasury
Regulations, which provide helpful guidelines in determining whether
or not the decedent or a member of his family were materially participating. A review of both will show that a person is materially participating if he participates to a material degree in the production of
a commodity through physical work or management decisions or a
combination of both. However, it is perhaps possible to do neither and
still qualify, as noted in the following quotation from Revenue Ruling
57-58:
[W]hile physical work and management decisions are the principal factors to be considered, the furnishing by the landowner of machinery, implements and livestock used in the pro93. I.R.C. § 2032A(e) (7) (A).
94. I.R.C. § 2032A(e) (S).
95. H.R. REP. No. 1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 23 n.].
96. See also I.R.C. § 2032A(e) (6).
97. Rev. Rul. 57-58, 1957-1 C.B. 270.
98. Treas. Reg. § 1.1402(a)-4 (1963).
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duction activities, or the furnishing or advancing of funds or
the assuming of financial responsibility for expenses involved
in the production of a commodity are additional factors which
may be considered in arriving at a decision in a borderline
case. 99
Material participation, therefore, can fall somewhere between a
cash rental agreement and full-fledged crop sharing agreement where
the landlord lends machinery and advice to the tenant. Unfortunately,
the vast majority of situations fall between these two extremes. Attorneys, in probating estates, will now be forced to emphasize, and
perhaps tempted to exaggerate, affirmative acts done by an individual in order to qualify the decedent under the material participation guidelines.
B. PRE-DEATH PLANNING

There are some things which can be done while the farmer is still
living which will aid in establishing material participation. In this regard, it might be very useful to have the decedent landlord enter into
a written lease agreement with the tenant. Such a lease could cover
provisions on expenses, equipment, etc., to be furnished by the landlord and could set out in general the landlord's duties. Another good
technique is to have the landlord keep a diary of his contacts with the
tenant, his management, his decisions, and other relevant acts.
Although one should perhaps be hesitant to do anything drastic
before the issuance by the Treasury Department of the new regulations on the new law, it might be beneficial to include a provision in
the wil whereby the wife can act as a farm advisor to a trustee in
those instances where the wife inherits an interest in trust and no
other member of the family will actively or materially participate in
the farming operation upon the decedent's death.
It would also be a good. idea for the attorney to keep a record of
all cash rental contracts he prepares in his practice and also to become aware of all other cash rental contracts which may be in effect.
This is because the formula method will not be available if it is established that there is no comparable land to use in determining the average annual gross cash rental. 10°
Before leaving this area, it should be noted that the establishment of material participation is important for other reasons as well.
For example, material participation is also significant in that, if
established, livestock and grain inventory, instead of it being considered income with respect to a decedent, would be allowed a
stepped-up basis.101
99. Rev. ]Rul. 57-58, 1957-1 C.B. 270, 271.
100. T.R.C. § 2032A(e) (7) (B) (i).
101. Rev. Rul. 58-436, 1958-2 C.R. 366 and Rev. Rul. 64-289, 1964-2 C.B. 173. See al.,o
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C. POST-DEATH PLANNING

Once it is determined that an estate is eligible for the current use
valuation method, the executor still may be faced with a difficult decision whether to elect to use it. This decision involves a consideration
of the possibility that the land will be sold to someone other than a
qualified heir and that the farmland will be used for something other
than a qualified use prior to completion of the fifteen year period. If
these events occur, not only will a recapture tax be imposed,102 but, in
addition, because this is not a section 2001 tax, the basis of the property will remain as influenced by the section 2032A election and there
will be no adjustment to the basis for the recaptured tax. Therefore,
it could be that the step-up in basis may be more important from an
income tax savings standpoint than from the standpoint of the estate
tax reduction which results from the section 2032A election.
It might be advisable to select the parcels of land for current use
valuations which are least apt to be sold within fifteen years from decedent's death. In addition, -the election to use current use valuations
under section 2032A may not be desirable for high basis assets because it might result in a sacrifice of such basis.
IV. DISCLAIMERS
Perhaps the best post-mortem estate planning device is the disclaimer. It is a unique device inasmuch as it actually changes the
distribution of an estate. Not only is it unique and useful, but it also
is a well established technique, having its origin in common law. Indeed, it has been long established in this country that a legatee or a
devisee can refuse to accept his legacy or devise.
The federal government, however, until the passage of the 1976
Tax Reform Act, never established actual guidelines for the use of
disclaimers. The result was a relative abundance of court decisions
resulting in some adverse estate and gift tax effects in cases where
the attorney and his client, if apprised of the tax consequences, would
not have made the disclaimer.
Generally, prior to the 1976 Tax Reform Act, the federal government sanctioned the use of the disclaimer for gift tax purposes and
stated that no gift would result if the refusal was made within a reasonable time after knowledge of the existence of the transfer, the refusal was unequivocal, no acceptance had been made prior to the reMorrison & Vacovsky, Estate and Income Tax Treatment of a Decedent's Farm Crops and
Rents, 4 CREIGHTON L. REV. 67 (1970).
102. The recaptured amount normally is the excess of the federal Cstate tax liability
that would have been incurred had current use valuation not been used over the actual
federal estate tax liability based on current use valuation. However, there is a phaseout
of the additional tax if the disposition or cessation occurs between the tenth and fifteenth
years. T.R.C. § 2032A(e) (2) and (3).
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fusal, and the refusal was valid under local law.1 0 3 The federal government also sanctioned the use of a disclaimer to bolster the marital
deduction as to decedents dying after October 4, 1966. However, the
requirement was added that the disclaimer would only be valid in the
event it was made before the date prescribed for filing the estate tax
return.
The problems with the pre-1976 law on disclaimers can be categorized into three separate areas. The first problem involved the lack
of uniformity and clarity about when a disclaimer or renunciation of
an interest in property had to be filed. As indicated previously, a
"reasonable time" was permitted except in the cases of disclaimers
made by third parties to bolster a marital deduction. In addition, the
estate tax return filing due date was also required in those cases in
which the disclaimer affected the charitable deduction. The requirement of a reasonable time was destined for controversy and the full
impact of the requirement was felt in Keinath v. Commissioner,10 4
where the disclaimant waited almost nineteen years after the decedent's death before making the disclaimer. Congress was apparently
aware of the Keinath decision, for the new federal disclaimer law,
found in section 2518, regarding gift tax disclaimers, and section 2045,
regarding estate tax disclaimers,, provides that the transferor, his legal representative, or the holder of legal title to the property must file
a disclaimer not later than nine months after either the date on which
the transfer creating the interest in such property was made or, in
the case of minors, the date on which such person attains the age of
twenty-one, whichever is later.10 5
The second problem with disclaimers prior to the passage of the
1976 Tax Reform Act was that there were no guidelines on what procedure should be followed in making the disclaimer and what actually
constituted a disclaimer. The new sections on disclaimers do help
somewhat by stating that the refusal must be in writing and that, as
a result of the refusal, the interest must pass to a person other than
the person making the disclaimer (without any direction on the part
of the person making the disclaimer) .10' They also provide for the
disclaimer of partial interests and that a power with respect to propeity shall be treated as property.' 7 The latter provision has the effect
of making powers of appointment governed by the law -on disclaimers.
The result of the new disclaimer law in regard to procedure should
eliminate the denial of any effective disclaimer for federal estate and
gift tax purposes where the disclaimant does not meet all the techni103.
104.
105.
106.
107.

25

Treas. Reg. §
.2511-1(c) (1973).
Keinath v. Commissioner, 480 F.2d 57 (8th Cir. 1973).
I.R.C. § 2518(b)(2).
I.R.C. § 2518(b)(1), (4).
I.R.C. § 2518(c)(1),
(2).
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cal requirements. One should not rely too greatly on this, however.
Theoretically, if the disclaimer is not executed in conformity with
local law, the disclaimant may be deemed to have, accepted the interest and will not be entitled to the favorable tax consequences of a
disclaimer. 0
The third and perhaps greatest problem with the law prior to the
passage of the 1976 Tax Reform Act was that local law still applied
as to the type of interest which could be disclaimed and the time period in which the disclaimer must be made. Unfortunately, the new
federal disclaimer statute does not end this requirement. Thus, North
Dakota law must be complied with in these areas.
Fortunately, North Dakota has now become one of the most enlightened states in the area of disclaimers. 0 9 Prior to the adoption by
North Dakota of the Uniform Probate Code in 1973, the disclaimer of
intestate shares was Pot allowed. Common law did not allow disclaimers because such interests vested by operation of law in the beneficiaries immediately upon the death of the decedent. In other words,
because the intestate interest vested immediately upon death, the vesting had the effect of an acceptance. Once there was an acceptance,
no disclaimer could be effective to avert tax consequences." 0
The passage of the Uniform Probate Code, with its provision for
intestate disclaimers, also included the passage of the procedures to
be followed in making the disclaimer and the time limit within which
the disclaimer must be made."'
In 1977 North Dakota again enacted legislation affecting the law
on disclaimers, the Uniform Disclaimer of Transfers Under NonTestamentary Instruments Act (the Act).11 The Act expressly permits a surviving joint tenant to disclaim, as a separate interest, any
property or interest therein devolving to him by right of survivorship
if the joint tenancy was created by act of the deceased joint tenant,
the survivor did not join in creating the joint tenancy, and the survivor has not accepted the benefit thereunder. In North Dakota, therefore, both intestate and joint tenancy interests may be disclaimed.
This answers only one of the two questions that must be answered by
reference to state law, however.
The second aspect to which state law relates and which must be
108. For an excellent article on the use of discla.irers under the 1976 Tax Reform Act,
see Glasser, Di.,elaiming an Interest in Property Under New Rides: Does Section 251S
Do the Job?, 4 EST. PLAN. 204 (1977).
109. In 1973, North Dakota adonted the Uniform Probate Co,'e, N.D. CtYT. CODE tit. 30.1
(1976), as amended, (Supp. 1977), which contains a provision for the dWscl:inier of intestate interests. N.D. CENT. CODE § 30.1-10-01 (197f.), as amenled, (Supp. 1977).
In
1977, North Dakota adopted the Uniform Disclaimer of Transfers Under NonTestamentary Instruments Act. N.D. CENT. CODE ch. 47-11.1 (Supp. 1977).
110. 1Hardenbergh v. Commissioner, 198 F."d 63 (Sth Cir. 1952), cert. drlied, 3.14 U .S.
836 (1952).
11.
N.D. CENT. CODE § 30.1-10-01 (1973).
112. N.D. CENT. CooF ch. 47-11.1 (Supp. 1977).
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followed before a disclaimer is effective for federal estate and gift tax
purposes is the time limit within which the disclaimer must be exercised. The Act states that an instrument disclaiming a present interest
must be delivered or filed no later than six months after the effective
date of a non-testamentary instrument or contract. An instrument
disclaiming a future interest must be delivered or filed no later than
six months after the event determining that the taker of the property
or interest is finally ascertained and that his interest is indefeasibly
vested. If the person entitled to disclaim does not have actual knowledge of the existence of the interest, the disclaiming instrument shall
that person has
be delivered or filed not later than six months after
1 13
actual knowledge of the existence of the interest
In addition to the foregoing requirements, the passage of the Act
also necessitated the amendment of Chapter 30.1-10 of the North.Dakota Century Code. This chapter concerns itself with non-joint tenancy
disclaimers, including intestate interests, and includes the requirement that an instrument renouncing a present interest must be filed
no later than six months after the death of the decedent. Furthermore, a similar provision concerning future interests and the fact that
a disclaimer of a future interest must be filed no later than six months
after the event that determines that the taker of the property or interest is finally ascertained and his interest indefeasibly vested is also
114
present.
Consequently, as has been noted, a different time limit exists under state law than under federal law. Under most circumstances, a
disclaimer must be made within six months after a decedent's death
under state law and within nine months after the decedent's death under federal law. It is therefore extremely important that the requirements of state law be complied with because non-compliance will
make the disclaimer ineffective for federal tax purposes.
The list of examples where a disclaimer can be used and where
it will result in significant estate and /gift tax savings is endless. The
following three examples should be adequate to give one a good idea
of the advantages in using a disclaimer.
Example No. 1
A client is elderly and very wealthy in his own right. He has a
number of children who have relatively insubstantial estates. The
client's mother passes away, leaving her entire estate to the client
and naming the client's children as the contingent heirs. By having
the client file a family disclaimer, the client is deemed to have pre113.
114.

N.D. CENT. CODE § 47-11.1-02 (Supp. 1977).
N.D. CENT. CODE §0.1-11-0! (1976), as am nded, (Supp.

1977).
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deceased his mother, resulting in the mother's estate bypassing the
client and going to the client's children.
Example No. 2
The husband dies, leaving some joint tenancy property to his
wife as surviving joint tenant, and also devises the majority of his
solely owned assets to his surviving spouse in the form of a life estate. Thus, the estate would be undermaritalized, resulting in needless estate taxes on the first death. The children execute a disclaimer
of their remainder interest under their father's will and also disclaim
any intestate interests to which they may succeed. The result is that
the marital deduction is fully utilized.
Example No. 3
A man dies in 1977 having a gross estate of $300,000 and an
adjusted gross estate of $295,000-all in joint tenancy with his surviving wife. In addition to his wife, who is in poor health, he is also
survived by children. The surviving spouse selects joint tenancy property valued at $120,000, which she disclaims. As a result of the disclaimer, the disclaimed property goes directly to the children. This
leaves $175,000 which will qualify for the marital deduction and the
disclaimed property will be equal to the unified credit. Thus, no federal or state estate tax will be payable on the husband's estate. If the
surviving wife dies after 1980 with her inheritance relatively intact
and with no separate property of her own, no federal or state estate
tax would be payable upon her death either.
It should be noted that the problems involved in Example No. 3
will be frequently encountered. This is because it will often be the
tendency of estate planners to take maximum advantage of the estate
tax marital deduction and, thereby, fund the marital deduction at
least to the extent of .$250,000. Because this amount is in excess of
the unified credit, it may be advisable to take a second look at the
situation after the first death to determine whether or not the surviving spouse needs that amount of property with which to maintain
his or her normal living standards. Furthermore, overfunding of the
marital deduction probably will also be quite frequent because of an
excess of joint tenancy property. The new North Dakota law on the
disclaimer of joint tenancy interests promises to be beneficial in this
area.
A unique and most useful pre-mortem estate planning device is
the combination of the transfer of $100,000 in farmland to the wife
who has no estate of her own at the time of the transfer and the subsequent preparation of a will for the wife containing a provision bequeathing her entire estate to her husband and an additional provi-
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sion containing a tax saving trust for the benefit of the husband. This
trust would have as its corpus all the property that the husband disclaims. Thus, the husband would be permitted to retain the income
from the disclaimed property and yet the trust corpus would not be
included in his estate upon his death. Such a disclaimer provision
has been referred to as a "horizontal disclaimer." This device is very
useful with younger clients who have a substantial estate tax problem which they would like to guard against but who, at the same
time, would like the husband to have all of the alternatives available
to him, including getting the property back, in the event the wife dies
first. Presumably, the older the testator becomes after such a will is
drawn for the testator's wife, the more likely it is that he will disclaim his interest upon his wife's death because of his increasingly
shorter life expectancy.
Another instance in which a horizontal disclaimer could be used
involves a very useful post-mortem estate planning technique. A surviving spouse would disclaim a portion of her marital share. That
disclaimed portion would then pass to a residual trust in which the
surviving spouse would receive the income for life with the remainder,
upon her death, going to the remaindermen (the same trust provisions as were noted above). The property which was disclaimed and
passed to the residual trust would not be part of the surviving spouse's
estate when she subsequently dies.
There are two obstacles to the full utilization of the horizontal
disclaimer, neither of which were in existence before the passage of
the 1976 Tax Reform Act.
The first obstacle is the provision in the new federal disclaimer
law which states that the disclaimed interest must pass to a person
other than the person making the disclaimer.115 Based on that language, it is uncertain whether this method is still viable because the
income received by the surviving spouse is a beneficial interest. However, it should be noted that the Technical Corrections Bill of 1977
addresses this problem and it expressly allows such a horizontal disclaimer.116 Accordingly, the estate planner should watch 'With interest
the developments on this new Bill.
In the event that this provision of the Technical Corrections Bill
'of 1977 is not passed, it might be a very worthwhile idea to attempt
to plan around this obstacle. More specifically, referring now to the
first horizontal disclaimer example mentioned above, it might be
feasible and acceptable to provide in the wife's will that the disclaimer
by the husband would be of a remainder interest only. In other words,
a life estate-remainder type interest would be utilized -instead of a
115.
116.
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trust and the wife's will would specifically make reference to the disclaimer of the remainder interest only by the surviving spouse and
provide that the remainder interest would be bequeathed to the children if such remainder interest were disclaimed. If this technique.
were used, it could be argued by the taxpayer that no horizontal disclaimer was in existence and that the will itself, not the disclaimer,
created the two separate and distinct property interests.
The second obstacle to the use of a horizontal disclaimer has
been created by the recent changes in the North Dakota law. Before
discussing the actual changes, however, 'it should be noted that the
horizontal disclaimer technique is based on the assumption that the
will itself can serve as a conduit by providing where the disclaimed
property should go. With this in mind, reference is made to North
Dakota Century Code section 30.1-10-01, as amended. This section
was amended by the 1977 legislature because the legislature did not
want the section's provisions to conflict with the new Uniform Disclaimer of Transfers Under Non-Testamentary Instruments Act. However, in amending this section, the legislature, seemingly inadvertently, repealed the provision that a decedent can otherwise indicate by
his will where disclaimed property should go rather than have the
property pass as if the person renouncing had predeceased the decedent. Accordingly, it appears that we no longer have a state law authorizing an individual to provide a conduit in his will for disclaimed
property. Although it is difficult to ascertain the actual impact of this
omission, suffice it to say that the point could be made that no state
statute is necessary for such authorization, although there are no state
court decisions that would support this contention.
V.

CONCLUSION

Decedents may now leave larger estates without tax than before
the enactment of the 1976 Tax Reform Act. The decedent dying in
1977 has a federal estate tax equivalent exemption of $120,666. This
increases from year to year until -the equivalent exemption is $175,625
in the year 1981 and thereafter. North Dakota law now provides an
exemption of $200,000 from the value of the gross estate. 117 In addition, in North Dakota, the federal estate tax paid may be deducted
from the value of the gross estate. 118 Therefore, it is apparent that
there is no estate tax problem unless the decedent's estate is in excess of such amounts.
However, once there is a taxable estate, the rates are very high.
For example, after using the applicable credit, the lowest applicable
rate on the federal estate tax for an individual dying before 1980 is
117. N.D. CENT. CODE § 57-37.1-03(1) (a)
(Supp. 1977).
11-3. N.D. CENT. CODE § 57-37.1-03(1)(b) (Sup. 1977).
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30%. The rates in North Dakota start out at 4% and increase to 18%
for a taxable estate in excess of $80,000.
It is now well known that there is a unified rate schedule against
which the unified credit is applied. All gifts made by the decedent after
1976 and within three years from death are included in the decedent's
gross estate without reference to the split gift provision, except for
the $3,000 annual exclusion. Also included in the decedent's estate
are the gift taxes paid by the decedent or his estate on gifts made by
the decedent or his spouse after 1976 and within three years of death.
One does not have to include the gift tax paid by the spouse on a gift
of the decedent's property which was split with the spouse. In addition, the decedent's estate must include all adjusted taxable gifts
made by the decedent after 1976 and which were not otherwise included in his gross estate. The unified credit is, applied against such
total estate tax. Finally, there are adjustments against the credit for
gifts made after September 8, 1976, and before January 1, 1977, in
those cases where the $30,000 lifetime exemption under prior law had
not previously been used by the donor.
The estate tax marital deduction has also been changed. More
specifically, the maximum marital deduction has been increased to
the greater of $250,000 or one-half of the decedent's adjusted gross
estate.
Significant changes were also made in the carry-over basis rules.
The old "stepped-up" basis has been changed substantially. Under
prior law, any appreciation in value between the time the decedent
acquired the property and the value at the time of his death was not
subject to a capital gains tax. This has now been changed and differs with the type of asset involved, a full discussion of which is beyond the scope of this article. It should be pointed out, however, that a
personal representative is required to advise the recipients of property from the estate of the basis of that property distributed
to such recipients. Accordingly, the task of the personal representative can be made much easier if the estate planner obtains from the
testator information about the assets and their cost and date of acquisition. This information should be obtained at the time the will is
drawn and must be preserved.
The 1976 Tax Reform Act introduced a tax on generation skipping
transfers. Again" the subject of such a tax is beyond the scope of this
article. Suffice it to say that one does not incur a generation skipping
tax unless one gives at least two generations some kind of interest
in the property transferred. In other words, a gift from a grandfather
to a grandchild without reserving income or some interest to the child
is not the kind of generation skipping that the act was designed to
tax. If there is a generation skipping transfer, there is a $250,000
exclusion for each child involved in the generation skipping transfer.
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Another new concept which was introduced by the 1976 Tax Reform Act is, the orphan exclusion provisions. The impact of an orphan
exclusion can be so substantial that it should always be considered
in planning estates in which there are beneficiaries involved who are
under twenty-one years of age. Briefly, there is an estate tax reduction
of up to $5,000 per year for each year the orphan is under age twentyone at the date of the decedent's death. In order to qualify as an orphan, the child must have no living parent immediately after the decedent's death. Care must be taken that the interest passing to the
minor orphan would not be a terminal interest solely because the interest may pass to another person if the inheriting child dies before
the youngest orphan of the decedent becomes twenty-one.
Other changes made by the 1976 Tax Reform Act include changes
in the qualification standards for section 303 redemptions, changes in
the estate tax treatment of HR-10 plans and Individual Retirement
Accounts, and the abolition of the Byrum rule. 1 9
The 1976 Tax Reform Act has made estate planning for small
and modest estates much easier because in so many cases there is
no estate tax problem. In larger estates, it is far more complex than
it was before. An estate tax planner must, of course, keep informed
of the numerous changes now being considered. There are several
bills pending in Congress which call for a repeal or change of carryover basis rules. However, the most significant bill is probably the
Technical Corrections Bill of 1977. If this bill becomes law, many
problem areas that are now in doubt will be clarified.
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